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Lauren Scott has always been tormented by her peers for being a good girlâ€¦ She is viewed as the

golden child by her parentsâ€”following their rules and allowing them to make all of her life decisions.

But after a lifetime of walking the straight and narrow, Lauren feels as though her life is passing her

by. When she catches her father having an affair, she throws the rulebook out the windowâ€¦ Lauren

realizes that even if she does everything perfectly, life canâ€”and willâ€”surprise you. When life

throws her a major curveball, she sets out to live for herself, making the rules up as she goes and

smashing through everyone elseâ€™s expectations, but she doesn't know how to live without a

guideline. So, Lauren is forced to ask her biggest tormentor for helpâ€”Kayden Daniels. Kayden is

nothing but troubleâ€”which is why Lauren needs him so badlyâ€¦ Kayden turns Laurenâ€™s whole

world upside down with a mischievous smirk and a proposition. But if Lauren wants his help to

remake herself, she has to pay the priceâ€”her virginity. With no one else willing to help her, she

agrees to make the trade. But when her change becomes too much to handle, will she give up or

will she keep moving forward with a new reputation and a more adventurous life?Cliques,

stereotypes, popularity contests, and drama.Some say itâ€™s just another day in high school.For

Lauren, itâ€™s the Rebellion Projectâ€¦
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I finished it but, it was really hard to. The book was OK. Like I said, I finished it but I think I skimmed

the 40% of the book. I would not recommend this book to a friend. Sorry, b\c I HATE to leave bad

reviews, but this book didn't do anything for me...no feels...no nothing really.

A sweet funny story about self discovery. Lauren was stuck afraid to take a risk and tormented by

her peers for her good girl persona, but an arrangement with one of her tormentors changes all of

that. Kayden is kind of jerk at first teasing her constantly but early on it is clear to see that he's more

than just the class clown. As the project goes on their relationship changes and they balance each

other out making it clear they belong together. This book was charming and sweet showing you that

sometimes a little rebellion can change your life for the better

A really good coming of age story. I enjoyed it. The characters were believable and although there

was romance, it was more about their individual journeys which I liked because I'm not always a

huge romance reader. But even though I say that, I must admit I was caught up in the drama and

wanted to smack Kayden a few times.I liked the main character Lauren, but I liked the secondary

characters just as much which made me happy.I usually get bored with books at the end, but this

book just got better and better and the ending was perfect. As usual, Schoen produced a good story

that left me satisfied and craving more books by her!Nicely done!!!

Wow!! This book was honestly amazing. I am definitely a sucker for a good romance novel and this

one went above and beyond my expectations. I was truly surprised throughout the book. Definitely

not your typical predictable romance novel. If anyone is looking for something to read, I highly

recommend "Rebellion Project." I could not stop reading and will definitely be looking to read more

books by Sara Schoen. She's an amazing writer. You will not regret reading this book!!

3.5 starsI really enjoy YA romance books as an adult. I think it is because there is no time wasted

on finding various euphemisms for body parts and instead a lot more time is spent on my favorite

part of romance - the relationship development, the angst, the excitement of first love, the

banter.Lauren is known in school as "GG", the good-goodie. She is known for always following the

rules in all aspects of life. But what if she finds out that breaking the rules and rebelling a little bit can

be a freeing experience? After Lauren experiences a few dramatic changes in her life she decides

to "explore the world of rebellion". Her biggest tormenter in school is recruited to help her with this.I



thought it had a good plot, interesting characters, and a nice pace. I would have liked a bit more

story development. There were some serious events that happened throughout the story or conflict

that arose between characters and at times I felt like they moved through them or resolved them so

quickly that my emotions did not have the time to catch up. I have never read Sara Schoen before

but, overall I enjoyed this book and I would definitely read more from her.

It started off slow and cheesy, but as it went it got a lot better and was a very interesting read! Some

scenes went rather quick and I would have to read them again just to understand. But overall a

good YA and a great half end of the book. It had my hooked after chapter 5 and I didn't want to stop

reading.

This book was awesome. Lauren is the child every parent wishes they had. She gets good grades,

listens, no talking back or anything. There's a guy named Kayden that makes fun of her for years.

When she catches her dad cheating. Things change in her life and a unexpected tragedy changes

things. She begins to lean on Kayden for help to change her reputation but he only wants one thing

in return. She agrees but will Kayden fall in love with her or will someone try to jeopardize their

relationshipI have to say I love Sara's books. She's such an amazing author. Can't wait to see what

else she has in store for her readers

I have stated before that I don't mind outlandish plots and characters, but this book was too much

for me. Lauren was unbelievable and who holds themselves to such standards? I never understood

her or related to her. Her choices would come out of left field and her "moral compass" was so strict

that it just added to her unbelievably strange character as a whole.The text was jumpy from subject

to subject and the dialogue was stilted and way too mature for high schoolers.
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